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A NOTE ON THE DIMENSION OP PRODUCTS 

M.G. CHARALAHBOUS 

Zaria 

A subset of a uniform space (XfU) is called 2^-open if it is the 
inverse image of an open subset of the space of real numbers under a u-
niformly continuous function •Complements of &-open sets are called W-clo-
sed. We set uV dim X » -1 or U- Ind X * -1 if and only if X • 0 . 
For n • 0fl92f*,# we write M-dim X £ n if every finite tt-open cover 
of X can be refined by a finite U-open cover of order £ n j and 

1i- Ind X < n if for any two disjoint tf-closed sets Ej 9 Eg of X 
there are disjoint It-open sets Glf G£ with 15^ G ^ E 2cG 2 and 
W- Ind (X-G,u G g ^ n - l , where for a subset Y of X we write 
U- Ind Y rather than tlj- Ind Y « If HI is the Sech uniformity on 
a Tychonoff space X f we set Ind X m fll- Ind X* These dimension fun
ctions are rather well-behaved with respect to properties that it is 
desirable for a dimension function to possessf e.g. subset and sum the
orems [l, 2f 3t 4] • Proofs of the following, results will appear in a 
forthcoming paper* 

Proposition L-. Every uniform space with It-Aim S-m can be dense
ly embedded in a uniform space with ZUdim^n and which is the inver
se limit of metric spaces with dim£n . 

Proposition 2^ Por any Infinite cardinals <xf fi » there is a 
universal space for M-dim £n and double weight £ (cct(3). 

Proposition 3„ If one of (XtU)f (YfV ) is not emptyt then 

U*1T -dimXxY^IWim X + IT- dim Y. 

Proposition 4_. If one of (Xftl)9 (Y,V ) is not empty, then 
U x It - Ind X x Y* II- Ind X + F - Ind Y# 

Proposition 5» If every cozero subset of (X,U) is the union of 

a ^--locally finite collection of 2l-open sets of Xf then, for any 

subset Y of Xt %~ Ind Y* U - Ind Y, where W is the Sech unifor

mity on X# 
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Proposition 6. If XxY is rectangular [5] , i.e. every finite 
cozero cover of XxY can be refined by a 6"-loeally finite cover 
consisting of products of cozero sets of X, Y, and one of Xf Y is 
not empty, then Ind *XxY^Ind *X + Ind *Y # 
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